NTOROKO DISTRICT  EPI SERVICES BRIEF REPORT

Ntoroko District is a Newly District that has been in Existence less than 10 years. Most of the Health services are still rare as it still have insufficient infrastructure and facing most forms of Disasters ranging from floods, heavy winds and many other forms of climate change causing most health problems in the District.

From the above point of view the last 3 months karugutu health centre iv faced heavy winds which left the roof of the main building where cold chain systems are operated blown off. We are very grateful to Unicef for quick relief towards this cause, The blown off roof have been fixed though some of the cold chain equipments still missing which were destroyed and other items were transferred to unfavorable conditions.

-Cold chain system down in some facilities like musandama HC111, Fridge not functioning after the solar panels was stolen.

Ntoroko HC111 can no longer maintain temp between +2 and +8.

Facilities do not have transport to conduct immunization activities.

HARD TO REACH

-Bweramule HC11

-Rwangara HC11

-Rwebisengo Health centre 111 serves many of the hard to reach areas.

IMMUNISATION OUT REACHES


Rwangara Health centre 11 – 6.

Rwebisengo Health centre 111 – 14.

Ntoroko Health centre 111 - 4.

Musandama Health centre 11 – 6.

Bweramule Health centre 11 – 8.

1 PNFP – 4 Kanara town council.

SURVEILLANCE ISSUES FOR WHO

Detection and Reporting rate of AFP is still low especially in communities.
RECOMMENDATION

Traditional healers should be sensitized and trained in active search, Reporting and investigation.

At border posts we strengthen the surveillance system in order to screen children below 5 years for AFP, Measles and ascertain their immunization status.